Tips for making your own double set of Alpha Dice

Here is one way to make your own double set of Alpha Dice using the downloadable graphics provided
from the Alpha Word Game System wiki. You may do it this way or come up with your own creative
way...the main thing is to have fun making the dice and then playing the games with the dice when you
are done. Enjoy.
You will need two sets of seven dice, the two sets of dice should have different background colors (like
the ones in the picture...I used red for one set and black for the other). The dice graphics were made for
5/8 (16mm) dice. It is best if you use blank dice...most educational stores have them or a search on the
internet for “blank dice” will usually find some. But some standard d6 die with pips will also work too.
Step 1) Print out the Alpha Dice graphics on a full sheet self-adhesive label (like the Avery 8255...if
you go to avery.com and type in 8255 in the product search you will see what I mean).
Step 2) Select one of the sets of 7 dice to do first...it is best if you do one set first and the second set
after completing the first.
Step 3) Using a pair of scissors cut out the strip of stickers for die 1 by cutting along the red cut lines.

Step 4) Peel back the sticker backing far enough so you can cut off the first sticker from the rest
without cutting the backing.
Step 5) Cut off the first sticker and place it on one of the die faces.
Step 6) Continue peeling back the sticker backing, cutting the stickers off and placing them on the die
until all 6 faces of the die have a sticker on them.
Step 7) Do steps 3-6 for the rest of the dice in this set...and then start the second set.

